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Parallel Corpora Are Very Useful

The Web is a Multi-Lingual Place!

Sources:  W3Techs.com, Internet World Stats,  WorldWideWebSize.com

  >   2 billion Internet users
  > 12 billion indexed web pages
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MT for Gisting Purposes:

Find and understand 
information in other languages

Rule-Based vs. Data-Driven MT
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Every time I fire a linguist 
the performance goes up!

Training Data

Data-Driven Machine Translation

Hmm, every time he sees 
“banco”, he either types 
“bank” or “bench”  but if 
he sees “banco de ”,
he always types “bank”, 
never “bench” 

Man, this is so boring.

Translated documents

15 

3.3 Synchronous Context Free Grammar (SCFG) 

      SMT systems often produce ungrammatical and disfluent translation hypotheses. 

This is mainly because of language models that only look at local contexts (n-gram 

models). Syntax-based approaches to machine translation aim at fixing the problem of 

producing such disfluent outputs. Such syntax-based systems may take advantage of 

Synchronous Context Free Grammars (SCFG): mappings between two context free 

rules that specify how source language phrase structures correspond to target language 

phrase structures. For example, the following basic rule maps noun phrases in the 

source and target languages, and defines the order of the daughter constituents (Noun 

and Adjective) in both languages. 

 

NP::NP [Det ADJ N]  [Det N ADJ] 

 

This rule maps English NPs to French NPs, stating that an English NP is constructed 

from daughters Det, ADJ and N, while the French NP is constructed from daughters 

Det, N and ADJ, in this order. Figure 3a demonstrates translation using transfer of such 

derivation trees from English to French using this SCFG rule and lexical rules. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 3a – translation of the English NP “The  red  house”  into  the  French  NP  

“La  maison  rouge”  using  SCFG 
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NP 

VP → PP[+Goal] V  ⇒  VP → V PP[+Goal] Text



Lack of MT Training Data is a Big Issue

Macedonian - English:

It's a simple matter of self-preservation.
It's simply a question of себесочувување.

Your girlfriend's very cynical.
Пријателката цинична you very much.

Catalan - English:

She just went through a breakup.
Just come in for a ruptura

Galician - English:

I promise I will return it to you.
Cha devolverei I promise you that.

What is a Parallel Corpus?

1

C H A P T E R 1

Introduction

Bitext and alignment are two concepts which are strongly connected with each other. The
term bitext was originally coined by Harris [1988] in order to refer to documents along
with their translations into other languages to be used in translation studies. Since then
bitexts have attracted a lot of interest in a larger community with many other applications
in mind. Therefore, it is now common to let the term bitext refer to a wider range of par-
allel resources, not only original documents and their direct translations. Such resources
may include various translations of a common source sometimes even involving other in-
termediate languages that have been used to produce the final translations. Furthermore,
two alternative translations into the same language from a common source may also be
considered to be a bitext in this broader sense of the term. Figure 1.1 tries to illustrate
such a setup.

English French German Old French
original
text 1

translation of
text 1

translation of
text 1

translation of
text 2

original
text 2

translation of
text 3

translation of
text 3

translation of
text 3

Figure 1.1: A parallel corpus consisting of several bitexts

An important characteristics of a bitext is the property that there is some kind of corre-
spondence between the two texts coupled together, for example, translational equivalence.
Alignment is the task of making this correspondence explicit which makes it a central
task in processing bitexts.

In computational linguistics the term parallel text is often used synonymously with
the term bitext. Unfortunately, this creates a confusion with the research on translation
theory and terminology as already pointed out by Véronis [2000]. In translation studies,
the term parallel text usually refers to a pair of text collections from the same domain but
not necessarily including translations of the same documents. In computational linguistics,

Building and Using Parallel Corpora Building Parallel Corpora

find and collect translated documents

pre-processing
• conversion
• sentence boundary detection
• tokenization

alignment 
• document alignment 
• paragraph alignment (optional) 
• sentence alignment 



Step 1: Pre-processing
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Step 1: Pre-processing

Example: Subtitles

1
00:00:26,500 --> 00:00:28,434
Spend all day with us.

2
00:00:28,502 --> 00:00:30,436
There are two-- pardon me--

3
00:00:30,504 --> 00:00:34,440
two of everything in
every Noah’s arcade.

4
00:00:34,508 --> 00:00:36,361
That means two of Zantar,

5
00:00:36,361 --> 00:00:36,884
That means two of Zantar,

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<document>

<s id="1">
<time id="T1S" value="00:00:26,500" />
<w id="1.1">Spend</w>
<w id="1.2">all</w>
<w id="1.3">day</w>
<w id="1.4">with</w>
<w id="1.5">us</w>
<w id="1.6">.</w>
<time id="T1E" value="00:00:28,434" />

</s>
<s id="2">

<time id="T2S" value="00:00:28,502" />
<w id="2.1">There</w>
<w id="2.2">are</w>
<w id="2.3">two</w>
<w id="2.4">--</w>
<w id="2.5">pardon</w>
<w id="2.6">me</w>
<w id="2.7">--</w>
<time id="T2E" value="00:00:30,436" />
<time id="T3S" value="00:00:30,504" />
<w id="2.8">two</w>
<w id="2.9">of</w>
<w id="2.10">everything</w>
...
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Step 2: Paragraph / Sentence AlignmentParallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Step 2: Sentence alignment

Task: align corresponding sentences to each other
(may be sequences of sentences)

Assumption: sentence alignment can be done monotonically
(no crossing links!)

Challenges: non-1:1 alignments, insertions, deletions,
incomplete translations

Many different ways to align sentences:
(s1 ! t1) (s2 ! t2) (s3 ! t3) ...
(s1 ! t1,t2) (s2 ! t3) (s3 ! 0) ...
(s1,s2 ! t1) (s3 ! t2,t3) ...
...
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Simple Case:  Legal Documents Simple Case:  Legal Documents



Hard Case:  Movie Subtitles

English

00:00:26,500 --> 00:00:28,434
Spend all day with us.
00:00:28,502 --> 00:00:30,436
There are two--
pardon me--
00:00:30,504 --> 00:00:34,440
two of everything in
every Noah's arcade.
00:00:34,508 --> 00:00:36,361
That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,361 --> 00:00:36,884
That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,962 --> 00:00:40,454
Bay Wolf, Ninja Commando,
Snake-azon,
00:00:40,532 --> 00:00:41,464
Psycho Chopper...
00:00:41,533 --> 00:00:43,467
It's really good
seeing you, Benjamin.

Dutch

00:00:32,298 --> 00:00:35,267
De wereld van Wayne
00:00:35,869 --> 00:00:38,963
Er zijn twee, excuseer me,
twee van Zantar.
00:00:39,205 --> 00:00:41,173
...gestoorde helicopters...
00:00:41,541 --> 00:00:45,272
Het is goed om je weer te zien, 
Benjamin.

Hard Case:  Movie Subtitles

English

00:00:26,500 --> 00:00:28,434
Spend all day with us.
00:00:28,502 --> 00:00:30,436
There are two--
pardon me--
00:00:30,504 --> 00:00:34,440
two of everything in
every Noah's arcade.
00:00:34,508 --> 00:00:36,361
That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,361 --> 00:00:36,884
That means
two of Zantar,
00:00:36,962 --> 00:00:40,454
Bay Wolf, Ninja Commando,
Snake-azon,
00:00:40,532 --> 00:00:41,464
Psycho Chopper...
00:00:41,533 --> 00:00:43,467
It's really good
seeing you, Benjamin.

Dutch

00:00:32,298 --> 00:00:35,267
De wereld van Wayne
00:00:35,869 --> 00:00:38,963
Er zijn twee, excuseer me,
twee van Zantar.
00:00:39,205 --> 00:00:41,173
...gestoorde helicopters...
00:00:41,541 --> 00:00:45,272
Het is goed om je weer te zien, Benjamin.?
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Try to align the following sentences ...
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Try to align the following sentences ...

source language ID target language
Fooi Tiadii , hseatenis aoe iscesnaohtmutis
emt eis Lsoih , xes ücis aot iisioohicsudiio .

1 Wo wes qmåheei ew io iqoeino tun wes nis
iäotzotmöt äo lsoh .

Fooi Qitutiadii , eoi eoi Iämgui aotisit
Löoohsiodiit eeiooseggui .

2 Fo qitu tun lun euu eöee nis äo iämguio ew
soliu .

Xu len toi iis ? 3 Wesu lun eio ogsåo ?
Xoi wiscsiouiui toi todi ? 4 Win tqsie eio ?
Eoi Qsoituis tehuio aot , toi tio eoi Tusegi Hu-
uuit .

5 Qsätuisoe cisäuueei euu eiu wes Haet ci-
tuseggoooh .

Bcis güs ximdii Tüoei ? 6 Gös womlio tzoe ?
Ximdiit Hicuu ieuuio xos hicsudiio , eett xos tu
iuxet wiseoiou ieuuio ?

7 Oik , wo wottui teoooohio

Oioo , xos leoouio eoi Xeisiiou . 8 Eiuue wes ooui Haet wisl , aueo ekäwamiot .
Eet xes oodiu Huuuit Xisl , tuoeiso Uiagimio ...
ueis Iiyisio .

9 Fmmis usummeun .

Voe aotisi Bagheci citueoe eesoo , güs eoi
Iiomaoh easdi Huuu eio Eänuo za geohio .

10 Wo wes uwaohoe euu citihse io einuo .

Csaeis Uiunet ! 11 Gös Haet gösmåuimti .
12 Csueis Uiunet .
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Re-arranging the table
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Re-arranging the table ...

ID source language
1 Fooi Tiadii , hseatenis aoe iscesnaohtmutis

emt eis Lsoih , xes ücis aot iisioohicsudiio .
2 Fooi Qitutiadii , eoi eoi Iämgui aotisit

Löoohsiodiit eeiooseggui .
3 Xu len toi iis ?
4 Xoi wiscsiouiui toi todi ?
5 Eoi Qsoituis tehuio aot , toi tio eoi Tusegi

Huuuit .
6 Bcis güs ximdii Tüoei ?
7 Ximdiit Hicuu ieuuio xos hicsudiio , eett xos

tu iuxet wiseoiou ieuuio ?
8 Oioo , xos leoouio eoi Xeisiiou .
9 Eet xes oodiu Huuuit Xisl , tuoeiso Uiagimio

... ueis Iiyisio .

10 Voe aotisi Bagheci citueoe eesoo , güs eoi
Iiomaoh easdi Huuu eio Eänuo za geohio .

11 Csaeis Uiunet !

target language ID
Wo wes qmåheei ew io iqoeino tun
wes nis iäotzotmöt äo lsoh .

1

Fo qitu tun lun euu eöee nis äo
iämguio ew soliu .

2

Wesu lun eio ogsåo ? 3
Win tqsie eio ? 4
Qsätuisoe cisäuueei euu eiu wes Haet
cituseggoooh .

5

Gös womlio tzoe ? 6

Oik , wo wottui teoooohio 7
Eiuue wes ooui Haet wisl , aueo
ekäwamiot .

8

Fmmis usummeun . 9
Wo wes uwaohoe euu citihse io einuo
.

10

Gös Haet gösmåuimti . 11
Csueis Uiunet . 12
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It was actually German and Swedish
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

It was actually German and Swedish ...

ID source language
1 Eine Seuche , grausamer und erbar-

mungsloser als der Krieg , war über uns
hereingebrochen .

2 Eine Pestseuche , die die Hälfte unseres
Königreiches dahinraffte .

3 Wo kam sie her ?
4 Wie verbreitete sie sich ?
5 Die Priester sagten uns , sie sei die Strafe

Gottes .
6 Aber für welche Sünde ?
7 Welches Gebot hatten wir gebrochen , dass

wir so etwas verdient hatten ?
8 Nein , wir kannten die Wahrheit .
9 Das war nicht Gottes Werk , sondern

Teufelei ... oder Hexerei .

10 Und unsere Aufgabe bestand darin , für die
Heilung durch Gott den Dämon zu fangen .

11 Bruder Thomas !

target language ID
Vi var plågade av en epidemi som var
mer hänsynslös än krig .

1

En pest som kom att döda mer än
hälften av riket .

2

Vart kom den ifrån ? 3
Vem spred den ? 4
Prästerna berättade att det var Guds
bestraffning .

5

För vilken synd ? 6

Nej , vi visste sanningen 7
Detta var inte Guds verk , utan djävu-
lens .

8

Eller trolldom . 9
Vi var tvungna att besegra en demon . 10
För Guds förlåtelse . 11
Broder Thomas . 12

How did you do it?
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Sentence Alignment Approaches
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Sentence alignment approaches

Length-based methods: assumption = sentences (and
sequences of sentences) that correspond to each
other are also similar in length (characters or
words) (more than others)

Lexical methods: assumption = corresponding sentences
contain more corresponding words; use
distribution of corresponding words in source and
target language texts

Combined methods: use lexical cues in length-based settings

Jörg Tiedemann 15/37

Gale & Church:  A Length-Based Model

Strong correlation between paragraph lengths

Translated KDE System Messages
40 4. SENTENCE ALIGNMENT
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Figure 4.2: Correlation of sentence length di↵erences in 10,000 parallel KDE system messages:
English-French (en-fr), English-Finnish (en-fi), English-Russian (en-ru) and English-Chinese
(en-zh).

Using the assumption that the same information is present in both bitext halves (everything
is translated) the length signal will be enough in most cases to make local decisions about
mapping corresponding segments.

Using these findings Gale and Church [1991b] define a dynamic programming algo-
rithm that finds sentence mappings according to a generative model with sentence lengths
as the only observable features. Their model describes the process of generating charac-
ters in the target language from characters in the source language. They assume that the
number of characters generated follows a pre-defined distribution, independent of type and
context. In order to estimate this distribution they computed the character ratio of a small
trilingual corpus (French, English, German) and found a value that was close to one (1.1 for
German/English and 1.06 for French/English). They also plotted the frequencies of length
di↵erences in their aligned parallel data in order to check the density distribution which in



Sentence Lengths as Alignment Signals4.1. LENGTH-BASED APPROACHES 41
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of sentence length signals (KDE system messages): English-French
(en-fr), English-Finnish (en-fi), English-Russian (en-ru) and English-Chinese (en-zh). (Note:
The figures do not illustrate the same set of sentence pairs for each language pair!)

their case was approximately normal. Assuming that this is true for all parallel data sets
we can now describe the generative model by a normal distribution with the sample mean
computed as the length ratio (c ⇡ 1) and the sample variance (s2 ⇡ 6.8) estimated from the
same data. For simplicity these values are fixed in the general algorithm proposed by Gale
and Church [1991b] and, therefore, no additional training data is required to optimize those
parameters when applying the algorithm to new data sets. Putting everything together we
obtain a normalized length di↵erence �(l

i

, l

j

) that can be treated as a random variable X

with a normal distribution and zero mean:1

1The formula given below is slightly di↵erent from the original paper in which the standard error is estimated

as
p

lis
2 which can lead to zeros in the denominator of the length di↵erence value. Taking instead the average

of adjusted segment lengths
p

1
2 (lj + cli)s2 avoids this problem as we do not allow alignments between two

empty strings.

Compare String Lengths
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Compare String Lengths

target language ID
Vi var plågade av en epidemi som var
mer hänsynslös än krig .

66

En pest som kom att döda mer än
hälften av riket .

54

Vart kom den ifrån ? 22
Vem spred den ? 16
Prästerna berättade att det var Guds
bestraffning .

54

För vilken synd ? 19

Nej , vi visste sanningen 26
Detta var inte Guds verk , utan djävu-
lens .

45

Eller trolldom . 17
Vi var tvungna att besegra en demon . 38
För Guds förlåtelse . 25
Broder Thomas . 16

ID source language
92 Eine Seuche , grausamer und erbar-

mungsloser als der Krieg , war über uns
hereingebrochen .

70 Eine Pestseuche , die die Hälfte unseres
Königreiches dahinraffte .

17 Wo kam sie her ?
27 Wie verbreitete sie sich ?
54 Die Priester sagten uns , sie sei die Strafe

Gottes .
26 Aber für welche Sünde ?
73 Welches Gebot hatten wir gebrochen , dass

wir so etwas verdient hatten ?
34 Nein , wir kannten die Wahrheit .
64 Das war nicht Gottes Werk , sondern

Teufelei ... oder Hexerei .

86 Und unsere Aufgabe bestand darin , für die
Heilung durch Gott den Dämon zu fangen .

16 Bruder Thomas !
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The Gale & Church Approach

Generative Model
• each source character generates a target character

Minimize alignment costs
• minimize length difference
• uncommon alignment types have high costs

Dynamic programming solution
• fixed set of alignment types (0:1, 1:1, 1:2, 2:2)
• fixed cost parameters
• finds global optimum (for given setup)

Sentence Length Difference (KDE)

46 4. SENTENCE ALIGNMENT

well. Look for example at the plots in figure 4.7 which illustrate the distribution of length
di↵erences for four language pairs. The shapes di↵er quite dramatically and, especially for
English-Finnish and English-Chinese they do not look like normal distributions with the
typical bell-shape.
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of sentence length di↵erences in parallel KDE system messages:
English-French (en-fr), English-Finnish (en-fi), English-Russian (en-ru) and English-Chinese
(en-zh).

Furthermore, mean and variance as commonly used in the Gale & Church algorithm do not
necessarily meet the reality in all bitexts (see table 4.2). Nevertheless, sentence length seems
to be such a strong signal for well-behaved bitexts that alignment based on this feature alone
can achieve quite high accuracy. Length di↵erence can be measured in various ways but the
performance is rather stable as long as the measure favors similar lengths. Furthermore,
it is possible to measure length in terms of words or bytes instead of characters. However,
previous studies have shown that character-based measures are more robust [Gale and
Church, 1993] which, however, do not need to be true for all language pairs. Using characters



Alignment Type Probabilities (Prior)

Estimated from an aligned parallel corpus:

• P( type = 1:1 ) = 0.89        (substitution)
• P( type = 1:0 ) = 0.0099/2  (insertion)
• P( type = 0:1 ) = 0.0099/2  (deletion)
• P( type = 2:1 ) = 0.0891/2  (expansion)
• P( type = 1:2 ) = 0.0891/2  (contraction)
• P( type = 2:2 ) = 0.011       (merging/swap)

Simple idea: Keep them fixed!

The Gale & Church Approach

swap/merge

contraction

expansion

insertion

substitution

deletion

source language sentences

ta
rg

e
t 
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n
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a
ge

 s
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s

The Gale & Church Approach:  Example
Parallel corpora & MT Building parallel corpora Sentence alignment

Gale & Church’s length-based sentence aligner
Hej Hallo Hejdå

6.371:0 – 13.161:0 – 20.171:0 –
0 – – – – – –

– – – – – –

Hi – – 14.481:0 – 8.491:0 3.582:1 10.581:0 9.572:1

and – – 1.691:1 – 7.511:1 – 14.091:1 –
hello 8.120:1 14.480:1 – 21.280:1 – 28.280:1 –

– – 21.681:0 – 12.651:0 11.352:1 9.091:0 5.302:1

Goodbye – – 8.941:1 – 2.091:1 5.892:2 3.821:1 11.722:2

15.310:1 – 8.890:1 5.861:2 10.770:1 11.591:2 16.770:1 18.121:2

Resulting alignment (one 2-to-1 match & one 1-to-1 match):

Hej
Hallo

•

Hejdå •

Hi and hello•
Goodbye•

⇣⇣⇣

⇢⇢⇢
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Idea 2: Lexical Matching Approaches
4.2. LEXICAL MATCHING APPROACHES 51

The first algorithm based on lexical matching was presented by [Kay and Röscheisen, 1988]
later published in [Kay and Röscheisen, 1993]. The authors propose an iterative refinement
algorithm that starts with an initial set of anchor alignments (including only the origin
and the terminus of the bitext space if nothing else is given) and then tries to reduce the
alignment space around the diagonal between adjacent alignment points by looking for
lexical evidence using co-occurrence statistics. The general idea of this process is illustrated
in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: An iterative refinement approach to sentence alignment. Dots represent known
points of correspondence in the bitext space and the pillow-shaped area between adjacent dots
represents the search space of the alignment algorithm in that region.

The algorithm proposed by Kay and Röscheisen [1993] uses correlation statistics to find
lexical matches. They apply the Dice coe�cient [Dice, 1945] to measure the degree of
correlation between source language word w

s

and target language word w

t

:

Dice(w
s

, w

t

) =
2N

AST

(w
s

, w

t

)
N

S

(w
s

) + N

T

(w
t

)

where N

AST

(w
s

, w

t

) is the co-occurrence count of w

s

and w

t

within the current search space
(which they call the alignable sentence table AST). N

S

(w
s

) and N

T

(w
t

) are the frequency
counts of w

s

and w

t

in the bitext. In fact this procedure produces a rough stochastic
bilingual lexicon that will be used to find alignment points in the next step. Basically, we
now look for sentence pairs that can be aligned with some confidence based on the word
associations extracted in the previous step. There are many possibilities to use the lexical
evidence for inducing alignments. In the original paper, Kay and Röscheisen [1993] focus on
sentence pairs that can be mapped based on word associations without any ambiguities, i.e.
other possible mappings. They also use simple frequency thresholds to filter out unreliable
lexical relations.

Important in the algorithm is the construction of the alignment space that need to be
explored. It is constructed from a subset of all sentence pairs using the following restrictions:

• discover translation equivalents (close to diagonal)
• align sentences that do not violate lexical links (a lot)



Lexical Translation Chains (Melamed) Sentence Alignment Quality

How good is my alignment algorithm?

Depends very much on the input data
• complete (mostly literal) translations
• no inserted text
• correct paragraph / sentence boundaries

Error propagation (especially length-based approaches)

Other clues:
• formatting
• time information (movie subtitles)

Summary on Building Parallel Corpora

Collect and convert translated documents

Parallel corpora need alignment
• paragraph alignment
• sentence alignment

Automatic sentence alignment
• length-based approaches
• lexical matching approaches

Problems: incomplete translations, noisy texts, ...

Beyond Sentence Alignment

Is it possible to find links between smaller 
units than paragraphs and sentences?



Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 2

(Knight, 1997)

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 3

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Word Alignment 4

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

???

Word Alignment 5



Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 6

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 7

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 8

Translate Centauri into ArcturanCentauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

???

Word Alignment 9



Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

Word Alignment 10

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

process of
elimination

Word Alignment 11

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

Your assignment, translate this to Arcturan:    farok crrrok hihok yorok clok kantok ok-yurp

cognate?

Word Alignment 12

Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)

Your assignment, put these words in order:    { jjat, arrat, mat, bat, oloat, at-yurp }

Centauri/Arcturan [Knight, 1997]

1a. ok-voon ororok sprok .

1b. at-voon bichat dat .

7a. lalok farok ororok lalok sprok izok enemok .

7b. wat jjat bichat wat dat vat eneat .

2a. ok-drubel ok-voon anok plok sprok .

2b. at-drubel at-voon pippat rrat dat .

8a. lalok brok anok plok nok .

8b. iat lat pippat rrat nnat .

3a. erok sprok izok hihok ghirok .

3b. totat dat arrat vat hilat .

9a. wiwok nok izok kantok ok-yurp .

9b. totat nnat quat oloat at-yurp .
4a. ok-voon anok drok brok jok .

4b. at-voon krat pippat sat lat .

10a. lalok mok nok yorok ghirok clok .

10b. wat nnat gat mat bat hilat .
5a. wiwok farok izok stok .

5b. totat jjat quat cat .

11a. lalok nok crrrok hihok yorok zanzanok .

11b. wat nnat arrat mat zanzanat .
6a. lalok sprok izok jok stok .

6b. wat dat krat quat cat .

12a. lalok rarok nok izok hihok mok .

12b. wat nnat forat arrat vat gat .

zero
fertility

Word Alignment 13



Translate Centauri into Arcturan
Centauri/Arcturan (Knight, 1997)

Clients do not sell pharmaceuticals in Europe => Clientes no venden medicinas en Europa

It’s Really Spanish/English

1a. Garcia and associates .
1b. Garcia y asociados .

7a. the clients and the associates are enemies .
7b. los clients y los asociados son enemigos .

2a. Carlos Garcia has three associates .
2b. Carlos Garcia tiene tres asociados .

8a. the company has three groups .
8b. la empresa tiene tres grupos .

3a. his associates are not strong .
3b. sus asociados no son fuertes .

9a. its groups are in Europe .
9b. sus grupos estan en Europa .

4a. Garcia has a company also .
4b. Garcia tambien tiene una empresa .

10a. the modern groups sell strong pharmaceuticals .
10b. los grupos modernos venden medicinas fuertes .

5a. its clients are angry .
5b. sus clientes estan enfadados .

11a. the groups do not sell zenzanine .
11b. los grupos no venden zanzanina .

6a. the associates are also angry .
6b. los asociados tambien estan enfadados .

12a. the small groups are not modern .
12b. los grupos pequenos no son modernos .

Word Alignment 14

Conclusions

It is possible to find links between words 

... without any prior knowledge
• Distribution of words is a good clue
• Orthographic similarities may be another
• Sentence alignment is essential to make this work!

Word alignment is useful for many things
• learn to translate
• lexicography
• annotation projection
• ...

Questions?


